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The Trainer Magazine would like to thank all the contributors who have given their knowledge freely
over the last nine issues. The Trainer was started in order to help parents and coaches and has grown
into a very popular magazine. Please feel free to pass it to other people you think may find it useful.

MANAGING TALENT

It can be very exciting for a coach to discover a sports person
with a high degree of talent. The question I always ask myself
in this situation is should I coach this young person any
differently? I personally work to the following approach. Firstly
identify and gather data for later comparison. Secondly I
accept the time it will take to help this person fulfil their talent.
Thirdly I see my job as someone who guides and teaches.
Fourthly I avoid a hot house approach. Talent is only one part
of what is required to achieve high performance.

Empowering strategies used in sports psychology
As someone who currently works as a Coach and
before this came from a teaching background, I
have always had a fascination with the
psychology surrounding achievement and
motivation. Why do some people seem to
consistently hit their goals whilst others find it
much more challenging? The answer is rarely
going to be a simple one and there can be a
thousand possible reasons that need to be
explored. One important factor that has been
shown to count is whether the individual finds their
environment empowering. The more empowered
an athlete feels, the more motivated they are to
keep putting in the effort consistently over time,
the more likely they will be successful in achieving
whatever it is that they wish to achieve.
The strategies within Sports psychology are not
just important for coaches or teachers but it's
principles are relevant for anyone working in a
team environment, even if you do not participate
in sport. The best companies out there are well
aware of the motivational tools required to get the
best out of their staff and I'm sure quite a few of
us have had experience of working for companies
who were not so informed!
Obviously nobody is exempt from having a bad day, life throws
random stuff at us all the time that really is completely out of our
control. This may affect our ability to communicate, behave or even
just think the way that we would prefer to. It is impossible to feel on
form 100% of the time and mistakes will happen, so I think the main
thing is to be aware of the ideal and then just do the best you can do
at the time!

Autonomy: Having the capacity to make your own
decisions
Strategies;
- Encouraging everyone to share ideas and help
decide aspects within the training session and
providing meaningful training choices
- Explaining the relevance and benefits of each activity
- Promote fun and enjoyment
Belonging: Seeing the value of the group
Strategies;
- Encouraging participants to work together and give
feedback to each other
- Athletes should feel that their role in the group is
important
- Coaches must take a real interest in the athlete's life
outside of the sport
Competence: Creating an environment that
promotes progression
Strategies;
- Improvement is nurtured by supplying athlete's with
frequent constructive feedback after both failure or
success
- Coaches teach athletes the value of making
mistakes in order to be able to learn from them and
create an environment where they feel comfortable to
make errors
- Where possible, activities are planned to challenge
athletes
Ryan Fearn - Canterbury Strength Coach
C.J. Knight, C.G. Harwood, D. Gould (2018)
Sports Psychology For Young Athletes.

When faced with an obstacle, challenge, problem or important event how do
you feel? Are you confident or do you doubt yourself? Do you approach
positively or negatively? Why?
Everyday in business, sport or general life we are faced with things we need to
overcome. Some just happen and others are expected. How you prepare and
approach these will largely define the outcome!
The main thing that dictates the result is your mindset and belief, particularly in
your own ability. The thoughts of your subconscious mind can largely affect the
systems, process and actions that are undertaken leading up to the moment
and therefore manner in which the situation is dealt with.
Based on vast experience of high performance we have seen and know that:
• Poor preparation + Low confidence + Negative belief + Sub-optimal time +
Maximal distraction = Failure
• Thorough preparation + High confidence + Positive belief + Optimal time +
Minimal distraction = Success
There may be some middle ground where the outcome might be positive but not
as much as it could be or you’d like it! Next time you have to manage or deal
with something important, identify the importance, be realistic, keep honest and
believe in yourself…

SELF BELIEF

TRAINER TALES
The problem with hair
The problem with hair is that it seems to have a memory. The
fashion in the 1950s was to comb your babies hair up in the
centre to a point. Not quite a Mohican but a kind of mini
version. My hair remembers that style and clearly feels that it
would like to return to it. Now, when you are three years old,
little old ladies leaning over your prom and squeezing your
cheeks and saying who’s a lovely boy then is fine, however now
when I am asleep on my bench on the sea front and this
happens it can be a little disconcerting.

Claire Squires tells The Trainer, 10 reasons you should try out climbing
Once a sport of dirtbags and hardened bearded
guys, climbing has developed into a sport
open to everyone without the terrifying cliff
faces and technical gear. With competitions
such as the British Boulder Championships
being aired on BBC and climbing featuring in
the 2020 Olympics, the climbing community
is growing. Climbing centres are popping up
all over the country at a higher rate than ever
before, with most centres offering a variety of
sessions, from 1 hour tasters to beginners
courses to private coaching. If climbing
wasn’t on your radar before, it sure will be
soon. Perhaps your children or friends have
mentioned it, or you’re curious and need a
little push (metaphorically of course) or did it
on a school trip and want to give it another try.
Either way, here are 10 reasons why you
should get down to your local climbing wall:

1 Climbing really is accessible for everyone!
Believe it or not, not everybody who climbs has the super human
strength of Alex Megos or the power grunts of Adam Ondra. Most
people found at your local climbing wall are just normal humans.
Climbing walls always ensure that there are easy routes accessible to
beginners, with a grading system to give you some guidance. We all
started somewhere!
2 It’s incredible for your physical fitness
Climbing is a great way to get fit whilst also having fun! Sick of lifting
dumbbells and trudging on the treadmill? Climbing could be a perfect
alternative. You get a full body workout whilst keeping your brain
engaged, and before you know it you’ve got an hours workout in what
feels like 10 minutes.
3 It’s great for your mental well-being
Not only does climbing engage the physical body it engages the mind
too. The challenge is incredibly empowering with many people finding
a renewed self confidence through climbing. Furthermore, if you like
problem solving, you’ll love the process of figuring out how to do the
next move on a route.
4 Scared of heights? No problem!
Away from the traditional roped climbing there is a discipline called
bouldering. This involves climbing shorter but challenging routes
without a rope above a soft ‘crash mat’. I’d also recommend giving the
ropes ago anyway, you’d be surprised at how many customers come in
wanting to get over their fear of heights!
5 It’s a great way to meet new people
The climbing community is super friendly! Bouldering is a particularly
good way to meet people, and often centres will host socials or evenings
where you can meet other climbers looking for a climbing buddy.

6 There’s no commitment - just give it a go
Climbing centres have all the kit you need available to hire so you don’t need to worry about investing in your own gear
until you know for sure that you’ve caught the climbing bug.
7 Beginners courses are fantastic value for money and anybody can do them.
Most centres will run courses with a qualified instructor that will teach you everything you need to know to become a safe,
independent climber. They usually have no prerequisites and are fantastic for even the most clueless of climbers.
8 Your kids can learn too
Climbing is a great family day out! However, not only will you be able to take your kids climbing, they can also learn to
become independent climbers through the NICAS and NIBAS schemes. These are regulated teaching pathways used
nationally to take children through the correct steps to becoming strong and safe climbers, with professional instructors
supporting them the whole way.
9 The opportunity for learning and progression never stops
Climbing is one of those beautiful sports where you can develop physically but also develop your technical knowledge. If
mastering indoor climbing isn’t enough for you there are plenty of opportunities to move outdoors, with many professional
instructors offering outdoor courses.
10 It’s just great fun!
The bottom line is, it's great fun. It's a unique way to exercise both mind and body. You’re able to challenging yourself
whilst also smiling (and looking pretty badass).
So what are you waiting for? Get on google, find your local climbing wall, give them a call and see what they have to offer.
But be warned, once you’ve caught the climbing bug, there is no cure!

Competition Tai Chi
Tai Chi was developed in China some 400 years ago as a martial art. It is an amazing fusion of medical
knowledge, philosophy, fighting techniques and strategy. No wonder that these days Tai Chi is used by many
Olympic teams to hone the skills of their athletes, ensuring the best results. However, Tai Chi is also a sport in
itself with dedicated training and competitions.
Tai Chi, especially the original Chen style, is relatively new in the UK. If you would like to try yourself at a
competition, it is best to do it in China, the birth place of Tai Chi. Chinese are masters of ceremonies and
tournaments are well organised with judges having high level of skill and experience. Also, training in this
country is such a joy! Chinese are a sporting nation: first thing in the morning and late in the evening many take
to the parks to enjoy their favourite way to keep fit.
To show a good result in training, and ultimately in a competition, you need three things:
1) A good, experienced teacher/coach.
2) A pupil with natural abilities and right attitude.
3) Dedicated, persistent training and belief in the teacher and your goals.
Success comes when daily you evaluate something small and change it for the better. Every detail is important,
especially your diet. Working with Karen from Performance Food proved to be very useful. Karen not only
advised a correct diet for day to day training, but also gave invaluable tips for food and drink when competing in
a foreign country with a hot climate.
Tai Chi competing in China is a road of discovery of yourself, this amazing country, it’s people, language and
history.
Anna Dashwood is a founder of Phoenix Feather School of Tai Chi, teaching in the South East of Kent. She can
be reached via www.pfstaichi.com

Parents questions
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From Matt Robinson. Tennis Parent
Maybe something around advice on
injury prevention for junior players.
What routines they should have for
stretching, warming down, rest
periods etc. They are all still very
young, their bodies are developing
and exposed to injuries if over
playing and don’t look after
themselves.
Dear Matt
As you rightly say, all young sports people should be
both taught and have these key areas reinforced at
every training session. Both coach and parents can
help to establish these key routines and make sure that
they are carried out. This way the young sports person
will accept that this is part of training. Please visit the
Middlesex tennis website to download more detailed
information on each of these areas.
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